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Introduction 
SDM and CHDK are software packages that can be ‘installed’ 
in many Canon Point-and-Shoot cameras (the Ixus, S-, SX- 
and A- series) to add extra functions. 

For KAP there are two major advantages: 
1.  the shutter can be triggered via a 5v pulse to the USB port, 

so no need for a servo for cameras that have no IR 
2.  ‘scripts’ witten in uBasic can be run to provide a very 

flexible intervalometer that as well as periodic clicking the 
shutter can offer zoom and exposure bracketing and 
switching between photos and video   

They also provide RAW capability on cameras without it. 



Who created CHDK and SDM? 
  Some very bright Russian programmers discovered the 

trick that lets extra functions be added at start-up to the 
Canon operating system that runs the camera 

  CHDK development is a collaborative process involving a 
dozen or so key developers who add new features and a 
larger number of programmers who port the software to 
new cameras. Both tasks require considerable expertise 
in C and knowledge of ARM assembler. 

  SDM is an offshoot of CHDK that has been developed by 
David Sykes. He creates new SDM ports by heavily 
customising new CHDK ports.  



SDM vs CHDK 
  CHDK has a lot more function though much of it is not 

relevant to KAP. Its support for lua as a scripting language 
makes it possible to do things (e.g. complete control of a 
‘tethered’ camera) using CHDKPTP that SDM cannot do. 

  On the other hand, SDM is simpler and easier to learn and 
David Sykes has been prepared to add special code for 
KAP (e.g. better control of the ‘neutral density filter’ that 
cheaper cameras have instead of a variable aperture). 

  The SDM and CHDK menus are available in French 



Installing SDM or CHDK (1) 
  SDM and CHDK make no permanent changes to 

the camera, they are automatically loaded at 
power-on if the camera card containing the 
software is ‘locked’ and disappear when the 
camera is switched off. 

  To load CHDK or SDM automatically, the card 
must be made ‘bootable’ (by writing 8 bytes to a 
specific location in the card’s boot sector) 

  For pre-2011 cameras, booting can only be done 
from a FAT16 partition – so cards larger than 4GB 
must have 2 partitions – a small FAT16 for booting 
and a large FAT32 for photos, scripts etc 



Installing SDM or CHDK (2) 

  There are several ways of preparing a card, but 
in my opinion the simplest is to use either: 

  ASSIST – to install SDM 

  Or 

  STICK to install CHDK 

  Both are java programs which run under  
  Mac OSX (10.4-10.8) 

  Windows (XP, Vista, 7 and 8) 

  Linux (Ubuntu at least) 



How can I use SDM or CHDK (1)? 

  When SDM or CHDK is active the camera can be in one of 
two modes: 

  Normal mode:   when switched on any SDM/CHDK over-
rides are in effect and a 5v USB pulse will trigger the shutter 

  Alt Mode:   pressing the shutter starts or stops a script and 
the Menu button displays the SDM/CHDK menu system 

  The ‘alt’ button (usually the Print button) switches between 
the two modes. ‘Alt’ appears at the bottom of the screen 
when in Alt mode. 



How can I use SDM or CHDK (2)? 

  The simplest use of SDM or CHDK is just to provide a means 
of triggering the shutter: 
   Either periodically by running an intervalometer script 

  Or  by a device on the rig which supplies a 5v pulse to the USB 
port – this could be:  
  an AutoKAP device like an Aurico, clickPAN-USB or CamRemote,  

  or a device (e.g. a GentLED) driven by Radio Control from the 
ground.   

 No script is needed, just something to plug into the USB port. 



How can I use SDM or CHDK (3)? 
  More advanced uses involve running a script that not only 

clicks the shutter, but also adjusts other camera controls.  

  For example WindWatcher’s (Jim Powers) script, in 
conjunction with an Aurico to handle pan and tilt: 
  Takes some stills 

  Possibly shoots a short movie 

  Possibly does a zoom and takes more stills 

  Possibly takes a zoomed movie 

  Possibly does a deeper zoom and takes more stills 

  Possibly takes a deeper zoomed movie 

  Repeats all the above until switched off (or the battery dies) 

  Script parameters determine exactly what it does 



CHDK Scripting Example 

@title simple intervalometer 
@param  i    interval (in seconds) 
@default  i   5 
rem turn interval into milliseconds 
d = i * 1000 
rem loop forever 
while 1 
    shoot 
    sleep d 
wend  

Here’s a very simple CHDK intervalometer: 



SDM Scripting Example 

@title simple intervalometer 
@param   i    interval (in seconds) 
@default  i   5 
while 1 
    shoot 
    sleep_for_seconds i 
wend  

The same script for SDM could look like this: 



SDM Scripting Example (2) 

@title simple intervalometer 
@param   i    interval (in seconds) 
@default  i   5 
@param  p   still shots per loop 
@default  p  25 
@param   v  Video (1= on  0=0ff) 
@default  v   1 
@param  d   video duration 
@deault  d   30 
while 1 
    for n = 1 to p 
       shoot 
       sleep_for_seconds I 
    next n 
    if v=1 then 
       shoot_movie_for d 
    endif 
wend  

Here’s an intervalometer that takes movies too 



Additional Features 

  Both CHDK and SDM offer additional features: 
  Control of focus, zoom, aperture, ISO and exposure 

  Saving in RAW (DNG) format 

  Optical zoom in video mode (nb noise) 

  Motion detection – taking a photo when some 
part of the scene changes 

  On screen display of time, battery status etc 



Additional Tools 

  WASP – a tool for switching card partitions under Windows 

  ACID – downloader for SDM or CHDK builds 

  UBDebug - debugging CHDK scripts on a PC 

  SDMUBDB - debugging SDM script scripts on a PC 

  CHDKCFG – editing CHDK config files on a PC 

  SDMCFG – editing SDM config files on a PC 



References 
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  ASSIST      zenoshrdlu.com/assist/assist.html (also in German) 
  STICK      zenoshrdlu.com/stick/stick.html 
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